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ABSTRACT 
In a thennophotovoltaic VPV) energy conversion system, a heated surface radiates 
range onto photododes which are sensitive at these eneSg;es. Part of the absorbed energy is convetted into 
electric output. Conversion efficiency is maximized by reducing the absorption of non-convertible energy 
with some form of spectral control. In a TPV system, many technology options exist. Our development 
efforts have concentrated on flat-plate geometries with greybody radiators, low bandgap quaternary diodes, 
fiont surface tandem filters and a multi-chip module (MCM) approach that allows selective fabrication 
processes to match diode performance. 

the mid-hfiared 

Recently, the authors achieved conversion efficiencies of about 20% (radiator 9 W C ,  diodes 22°C) for a 
module in a prototypic cavity test enViranment. These tests employed InGaAsSb diodes with 0.52 eV 
bandgap and front surface filters for spectral C O R ~ ~ O ~ .  This papa provides details of the individual system 
c;omponents and describes the measurement technique used to record these efficiencies. 

S m Y  
Lockheed Martin bas been developing thermophotovoltaic (TPV) direct enedgy conversion fix about eight 
years. Significant progress has been achieved in four key areas: 

1. Conversion EGciencv -significant progress has been made in conversion efficiency as shown 
in Figure 1. The latest modules made with low-bandgap cells and ftont surface filters are 
about 20% efficient with a hot side radiator at 950°C aud the diodes near room temperature. 

2. S ~ e ~ t r a l  Control - efforts to limit the parasitic absorption of non-convertible (below diode 
bandgap) photons have concentrated on front &ace selective filters. The most recent tandem 
filters have spectral efficiency of 79% (see Figure 2). 

3. Protomic Testing - to carry out direct measurements of integrated TPV systems under 
prototypic conditions, a photonic cavity test (Pa) system was developed that incorporates all 
geometric, electrical, optical and photonic effects (see Figure 3). AU efkiency results 
presented here are determined fiom measurements carried out in the PCT system. 

Integrated System Modeling - in-house computer models were developed and extmsively 
benchmarked using earlier results obtained in the PCT system (described above). Figure 4 
shows the comparison of computer modeling of four modules that were built and tested over 
the past two years. 

4. 

BACKGROUND 
In a TPV energy conversion system, a heated nuface radiates to light-sensitive diodes which convert a 
portion ofthe incident energy to electric power as shown in Figure 5. Diodes can only generate electric 
power &om photons with energy greater than the bandgap of the material (see Figure 6). If a photon with 
energy less than the bandgap is absorbed by the diode, it is converted to waste heat which lowers the 
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overal1 conversion efficiency. Because of materials considerations, the radiant surface is usually lhniled to 
temperatures between 900-12OO0C. 

TPV was first proposed in the 1960’s (Ref 1,2,3). Interest waned, however, because the commonly 
a d a b l e  semiconductor (silicon) had a relatively high bandgap (1.1 eV). Assuming a blackbody radiator at 
950°C only 0.6% of the radiant energy is potentially convertible to electric power. Interest 
revived in the 1990’s with the development of compound semiconductors which made possible hgh quality 
semiconductors with lower bandgaps. For example, a GaSb diode with a bandgap of 0.73 eV, can convert 
8.3% of the radiant energy i5om a 950°C radiator. For semiconductors With lower bandgaps, an even larger 
fkaction of the radiant spectrum is convertibIe to electric output. 

After the development of lower bandgap semiconductors, one of the critical technical challenges was the 
creation of a highly efiicient spectral control system. Unlike a photovoltaic system, TPV can make 
sifificant bnprovements in efficiency by limiting absorption of nonanvertible photons. By tailoring the 
emission spectrum or selectively reflecting sub-bandgap photons back to the radiator for reabsorption, 
conversion efficiency can be significantly increased. 

TPV was 

SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS 
An integrated TPV system is comprised of five critical components; for each component, &ere are a 
number of technology options. The choices made d l  be governed by system performance trade-offs and 
the specific criteria to which the system is designed. For example, low bandgap diodes tend to be quite 
expensive but they can yield a significantly higher d a c e  power density. The matrix of design elements 
and technology options produces a large number of possible system configurations. 

Table 1 (below) describes the system elements, technology options and highlights the choices made by 
Lackheed Martin in designing the systems described h the remainder of this paper. 

TABLE 1 - Technology Options for an Integrated TPV Energy Conversion System 
(boidface entries indicate technology options hcorporated in Lockheed Mamn system) 

SYSTEM 
GEOMETRY 

Flat Plate 

Cylindrical 

RADIATOR 

Grey Body 

Selective Radiator 

Spectra1 Radiator 

Textured Surface 

DIODES 
Silicon 

Binary 

Ternary 

Quaternary 

Bgh Bandgap 

Low Bandrap 

SPECTRAL 
CONTROL 

Radiator Treatment 

Front Surface Filter 
- Interference 
- Tandem 
- Metal Dipole 

Back Surface Refl* 

*requires transparent 
d i d e  for sub-bandgap 
photons 

NETWORK 

Multi-chip Assembly 

Monolithic 
Integration* 

*LM is developing 
materials to enable the MIM 
design using InGaAsSb 
diodes 
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SYSTEM EF'FICIENCY 
The overall system conversion efficiency can be Viewed as the product of the component performance 
factors : 

where qade and qspcctral are the separate performance factors for the diodes and (for Lockheed Marth 
system) fiont d a c e  spectral control filters. q d  is the factor to account for parasitic photon absorption h 
gold conduction structures and variations in diode output 

It is this dehition bf efficiency that is the implicit basis for all measurements c m k d  out on small-scale 
modules and reported in this papa. Extrapolating results reported here to larga systems would require the 
application of other factors to accurately model overall conversion efficiency. Some of these are: 

Factor for parasitic photon absorption in cracks betwsen adjacent diodes 
Factor for parasitic photon absorption in cold-side structural members 
Factor for network losses; reduction of electric output due to mismatched diodes 
Factor for inefficiency of the combustion system (if applicable) 
Factor for effect of an inert cover gas (if applicable) 
Factor fix power required to run auxiliary systems (air blowers, fkel pumps) 
Factor for lifetime system degradation 

It is noted that, while this formulation is a convenient method to conceptualize TPV module behavior, it 
can be misleading because it appears that the separate factors are independent. In fact, this is often not the 
case. Efforts to increase Trmd by reducing the Size of the gold conduction structures, fbr example, can 
increase the s a i e s  resistance which would decrease the diode efficiencythrougb the fill factor. Similarly, if 
qs- is increased at the expense of short circuit current, a secondary effect will also reduce the open 
circuit voltage and, therefore, module efficiency as well. This interdependency of efficiency terms is a 
major reason why reliable measurements of TPV ficiency must be canid out on an integrated module 
and not synthesized fiom separate meawments on the individual components. 

DIODES 
In designing TPV diodes, semiconductor material choice and bandgap selection is governed by the need to 
balance enagy conversion efficiency and d a c e  power density. For a given photonic magy spectrum, a 
lowa bandgap diode material will release more electrons to be collected. However, lower bandgap diode 
materials have intrinsic properties that decrease their photon to electron conversion efficiency. 

The process of selecting the optimum TPV diode bandgap material depends on a particular system's 
efficiency and power density requkemcnts. Given a specific heat wwce tanperature, diode temperature 
and spectral control efficiency, a diode bandgap versus TPV system efficiency (TIP") and power density 
relationship can be detemhed as shown in Figure 7. A clear trade-off exists between power density or 
system efficiency. 

Terrestrial heat source TPV systems require diode bandgaps in the range of 0.4 to 0.72 eV. Group m-V 
semiconductor materials such as the gallium-indium-arsenide (GaInAs), gallium-indium-arseuide- 
antimonide (GaInAsSb), indium-arsenide-phosphideanthonide (JnAsPSb), and gallium antimonide 
(GaSb) alIoys are attractive candidates since they are direct bandgap materials and can be grown on 
commercially available substrates. 

At Lockheed Martin, we have been focusing on the GaInAsSb alloy system lattice matched to GaSb 
substrates. The GahAsSb alloy composition can be varied to obtain an approxhate bandgap range of 0.3 
to 0.7 eV (ref. 4). We have targeted a low-bandgap (-0.53 ev) material as having thehighest potential to 
maximize power density while maintaining an achievable high efficiency. Figure 8 depicts the GaInAsSb 
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TPV diode layers and metal contacts. The GaInAsSb diode is grown by organo-metallic vapor phase 
epitaxy (OMVPE) on commercially available n-type GaSb substrates. 

The diode efficiency,qaide, is the ratio of the electric power output to the above-bandgap energy absorbed 
active areas of the cell. It is actually the product of four other factors: 

= Fo * QEht * [e*(Voc/Eg)] * FF mu- 2) 

where: Fo is the penalty term to account for the fact that photons with energy significantly above the 
semiconductor bandgap will generate waste heat with the excess energy 
QEint is the average internal quantum efficiency, i.e. the probability that an absorbed photon Will 
result in a charge carrier that is collected at the diode junction 
[e * (VcdEg)] is the product of the elementary electronic charge times the fraction of the bandgap 
achieved by the open circuit voltage generated by the diode 
FF is the diode fill factor, i.e. the penalty paid because no diode can, at the same time produce the 
open circuit voltage and the short circuit current. FF is heavily dependent on the series resistance 
in the diode and connecthg structures. 

Under prototypic conditions as defbed in this paper, the diode efficiency for our latest GaInAsSb cells is: 

lldide 0.79 * 0.83 * [0.60] * 0.69 0.27 

Current &orb to improve TPV diode pet%ormance are focusing on improving minority carria lifetimes to 
improve the voltage factor (Voc/Eg) and quantum efficiency. Minority carrier recombination mechanisms 
(Auger, shockley-read-hall, and interface recombinations) and the senSitiVities to diode parameters 
(doping type and levels) are being investigated. hcorporation of a back surface reflector is also being 
studied to assess the advantages of a two-pass architecture and potential gains fiom photon recycling. 

SPECTRAL CONTROL 
Spectral control is a key technology for TPV direct energy cwverSion systems. As shown in Figure 6, for 
blackbody radiator at 950T with 0.52 eV baudgap diodes, only -25% of the mcident radiation can be 
converted to electricity. The remaining -75% of the incident radiation cannot be converted to electricity, 
and, therefore, would be parasitically absorbed if no steps were t a k a  

Lockheed M& has favored selective fiont-surface selective tilters for spectral control because, unlike 
special radiator techniques, they operate at about room temperahue (Ref. 5) .  Furthennore, it is convenient 
to separate the spectral control hc t ion  fiom the diode because the ability to optimize the perfonxance of 
each component separately. 

The goal for TPV spectral control is twofold: 

1. Maximize TFV surface power density by maximizing transfer of convertible (high magy, above 
bandgap) photons fiom the radiator to the TPV diode. 

2. Maximize TPV efficiency by rnhimizing transfer of nonconvertible (low energy, below bandgap) 
photons from the radiator to the TPV diode. 

Front surface spectral control patbrmance is characterized by two key parameters: spectral efficiency and 
integrated above bandgap transmission eEciency. Spectral ef€iciency (shown in Equ. 3) is a direct 
multiplier on system conversion efficiency and is defhed as the ratio of the above-bandgap power absorbed 
in the TPV cell active area to the total power absorbed over the same area (cell and filter). The integrated 
above-bandgap transmission of a filter (shown in Equ. 4) is proportional to the electrical output power 
density (W/cm2) of the TPV module. Integrated above-bandgap transmission is defined as the ratio of the 
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electrical output power density fiom a TPV device with a filter to the electrical output power density that 
would be achieved with the same TPV device with a perfect anti-reflection coating (reflectivity (h,9)=0). 

where: 

Tm,,dh,B) is the filter Transmission versus wavelength and angle of incidence 
Rm&,0) is the filter Reflection versus wavelength and angle of incidence 
h is wavelength 
h,is the wavelength corresponding to the baudgap @J of the TPV device 
N(A,,T& is Planck's blackbody spectra! distribution of emissive power 
9 is the angle of incidence (polar angle) of incoming photons 
T,d is the radiator temperature 
w(h,B,Td) is the radiator emissivity ve-rsus wavelength, angle and temperature 
E ~ ~ ( ~ , O , T ~ ~ )  is the effective cavity emissiVity calculated from: 

It is important to note that, because the radiator emits isotropically and is very close to the TPV modules, 
photons are incident on the filter surface with a polar angular distribution as shown in Figure 9. The angle- 
of-incidence (AOI) distribution for parallel flat plate geometry peaks at (and is symmetric about) 45 
degrees. Therefore, fiont surface filters should be designed for optimum performance at 45" A01 and with 
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minimal sensitivity of filter performance to changes in AOI. Also, the angular characteristics of the filter 
(Tmt, and I&,) must be included h a l l  performance modeling to achieve realistic results. 

The fiont surface filter utilized in the system described in this papa is based on a tandem filter concept. As  
shown h Figure 10, the tandem filter concept is the combination of a plasma filter With an interference 
filter. The interference filter serves two purposes: first, it provides very high reflection of sub-bandgap 
photons in the 2.33 to -6 micron range. Second, it “‘masks” a narrow absorption region (-4 microns) of the 
plasma filter. It is also worth noting that the interference filer can transition fiom highly transmissive to 
highly reflective over a very narrow (-0.1 micron) range which improves spectral paformance. 

The plasma filter is necessary because the interference filter’s reflective range can not be extended past 
about 6 microns Without hpacthg the tranSnission. of the above-baudgap photons. At 950”C, about 17% 
of all radiant energy is emitted With a wavelength great= than 6 microns and the plasma filter is very 
effective at ‘‘recyclin~’ this energy. Figure 11 shows how these two filters function together to produce a 
very effective spectral control technology. 

Figure 2 shows the measured reflection versus wavelength our latest tandem filter at 4 5 O  AOI. As defined 
h Equ. 3, the spectral &ciency of this filta (based on measured data including angle of incidence effects) 
is -79% and measured integrated above bandgap transmission of -72 %. Furthermore, the same codes used 
to design this hlter can predict filter perfbrmance with a high degree of accuracy. Figure 12 shows the 
measured performance of this Qter design together with the pre-fabrication predictions. The predicted flta- 
performance factor was 81%. 

MODULE DESIGN & ASSEMBLY 
Module desigu and assembly affects the qmod term of equ. 1. Recent improvements in module design and 
fabrication techniques have improved q d  fiom <70% to >85%. Figure 13 provides it sketch of a current 
TPV module design. ModuIe pafomance bprovements, together with a description of the module design 
and/or assembly techniques that produced the performance improvements, are summarized as follows: 

1) Reduced Darasitic absorption of above bandmu mewy 
Above bandgap energy is parasitically absorbed in non-active areas in the module including gold 
coated electrical interconnects and gaps between adjacent diodes. The enagy incident on these 
surfaces is not available to convat to electricity and becomes waste beat. A Significant reduction in 
parasitic absorption was achieved by moving the electrical busbar from the center of the diode to the 
edge of the diode (Figure 13). This produced a 7% increase in active area since the centerline busbar 
accounted for 10% of the diode area while the edge busbar reduced &is to 3%. The reduction in 
busbar area is possible since moving the busbar from the center to the edge of the diode essentially 
changed the busbar from a point contact to a line contact which increased cross-sectional area by an 
order-of-magnitude. In addition to this increase in active area, the edge busbar also allowed the ’ 

thickness of the electrical interconnects to be reduced from 63um to 13um. This low profile 
htermmect reduced the gap between adjacent diodes, fUrtha reducing parasitic losses. 

An electrical networking model was developed to conduct parameter studies that identified the key 
diode electrical properties contributing to networking losses. The multi-chip module (MCW approach 
(Figure 13) allows the selective assembly of diodes into modules which can reduce networking losses. 
Lockheed Mahn is currently working to adapt the quatanary material system to a monolithic 
integrated module (MM) system which could promote mass fabrication of modules. A second item 
that improved module electrical performance was changing the assembly technique used to attach the 
electrical interconnects to the diode busbar. Microwelding, a direct bond technique @e., gold-to-gold), 
replaced a solder technique. This eliminated a consistent degradation to diode shunt resistance, which 
in turn had reduced module electrical fill factor by 5% when compared to diode fill factor. Currently, 
there is no measurable degradation in diode performance when assembled into a module. 

2) Improved electrical networking performance 
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3) Imrxoved yield 
The primary increase in yield was achkved by using the direct bond technique for the diode fiont- 
surface electrical interconnects discussed above. This eliminated a reduction in yield associated With 
solder shorting the PN junction along the edge of the diode, below the diode busbar. 

In summary, significant improvement in TPV module perfomance was achieved by minimizing 
perfomance losses associated With TPV module design and assembly. While only small, flat modules @e., 
lcm’ and 4cm2) are currently being fabricated to support eSciency testing, both flat plate and cylindrical 
modules have been fabricated, the largest of which produced 400W of electric power. 

EFFICIENCY MEASUREMENTS 
Other than building and testing hll-scale systems, the most reliable determinations of TPV conversion 
ficiency are derived from direct measurements of small integrated moduie specimens tested under 
prototypic conditions. Measuremeuts of conversion efficiency report here are based on such measurements 
carried out on small (I-4cm2) spechens comprised of all components found in full-scale units. Unlike 
photovoltaic systems, TPV systems measure efficiency based on the total absorbed power rather than in the 
incident power: 

P 

where: P,, is the peak (load matched) power output 
Q- is the total absorbed power 

The Photonic Cavity Test PCT) Svstem is shown in Figure 3. It wits developed to provide an optically 
prototypic environment in which the performance of s m d  modules would accurately mimic the behavior 
of larger-scale Units. To achieve this ad, the test system: 

Models the flat-plate geometry we envision for larger units 
Includes a large, graybody radiator (Sic) 
Explicitly incorporates geometric effects, isotropic incident radiation, photonic recycling 
Is m at prototypic radiator and diode temperatures 

Furthermore, all t h g  was canid out under vacuum conditions to improve the reliability of the results by 
eliminating spurious convective heat loss mechanisms. Modules were tested in the PCT system under 
steady-state conditions. The maximum power point was determined &om the module I-V curve. Pigute 14 
is a typical I-V curve. The heat absorption rate was measured from the temperature gradient developed’in 
the copper pedestal to which the module is bonded (see Fig. 3). Measured conversion efficiency is the ratio 
of these two terms. 
The major non-prototypic characteristic of the PCT is the “gold shield enhancement effect”. Because the 
mall module is mounded by highly reflective shields (rather that other modules), the incident radiation 
and the measured power density &re dficially increased. Detailed monte carlo and ray tracing analyses 
have shown that this effect increases power by 8%. Effects on measured efficiency are small. AU power 
density values reported here have been reduced by 8% to account for the “gold shield enhancement effect”, 

Figure 15 presents the results of efficiency measurements and Figure 16 shows the measured power density 
results for two recent TPV modules. Table 2 provides more detaiIed information in tabular format. Module 
#25 was a lcm2specimen with two diodes (in series) and a fiont surface filter for spectral control. Module 
#47 was a 4cm2 specimen With eight diodes (seridparallel canfiguration) of similar design. 
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TABLE t -Results of Measurements in Photonic Cavity Test (PCT) System 
Lockheed Martin TPV Modules #25 and #47 

Parameter Module # t 5  Module #47 

Dhensions lcm X lcm 1.89cm X 1.99cm 

Radiator Temp (C) 953 956 

Diode Temp (C) 

Open Circuit Voltage (V/diode) 

23 22 

0.306 0.311 

PEWORMANCE MODELING 
The perkrmance of the TPV modules was predicted using in-house codes which are based on well known 
principles of semiconductor materials and optical behavior. These d e s  have been extensively 
bmchmarkd against small-scale t&g of TPV hardware under prototypic conditions (Ref 6). The 
calculations include detailed characterization data from each component and corrections for the complex 
behavior of the photonic cavity. 

short Circuit Current (A/cm2> 

Geometric effects (surface structures, etc.) are modeled as simple area fractions; detaiIed 3-dimensional 
modeling is not included. Furthermore, angulardependent effects (emissivity, reflectivity) are modeled 
with energy-weighted average valu.ues. Fhally, the models incorporate an 8% radiation enhancement factor 
to account for the second-order effect of the gold shields which surround the TPV module. This effect is an 
artifice of the PCT test configuration and will not occur in a full-scale TPV unit. 

2.737 2.400 

Figure 4 is a comparison of the k a v i t y  test performance of several recent modules to the modeling 
predictions. As shown, these models routinely predict test results to about +/- 2%. 

Fill Factor 

Elect. Power Output (W/cm') 

Absorbed Power (W/cmL) 
(con. for shield enhancement effect) 

EFFECT OF DIODE TEMPERATURE ON TPV CONVERSION EFWICIENCY 
The performance of the TPV modules is dependent on the temperature at which the diodes operate. At 
high5 temperatures, the open circuit voltage and the fill factor will suffer primarily due to an increase in 
reverse (dark) current. Complicatbg the matter, the diode bandgap will shift to longer wavelengths which 
can disturb the compatibility between bandgap and filter "turn-on" wavelength. Figure 17 shows the 
sensitivity of efficiency to diode temperature for a recent Lockheed Martin module. 

0.693 0.693 

0.534 0.510 

2.76 2.61 
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(corr. for shield hnhaucehent effect) 
Measured Conversion Efficiency 19.3% 19.5% 
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Figure 13. TPV Power Module Sketch 
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